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HHHHH istorically, the in-room minibar
has been plagued with problems.
These problems have made ho-

tels hesitant to install minibars. Many food
and beverage managers have grumbled at
seeing the minibar department consistently
losing money while other departments made
a profit. In general, hotels have written off 6
percent of their minibar sales to loss; with
automation, this is down to 2 percent1 .

Challenges in management of minibars
immediately come to mind—such as guest
refusal to admit minibar consumption, or the
effort to open every single guestroom to verify
if the minibar needs to be restocked. Both
issues clearly cost the hotel—one, in lost rev-
enue, and the other in labor.

Technology has played a big role in al-
leviating some of the challenges we’ve faced
in the past. It is difficult for a guest to refuse
consumption if a time-stamped entry in the
folio says otherwise. Also, with minibars that
send alerts when they need restocking, a task
that normally took nine people might now
be handled instead by four.

Classification
There are three main categories of

minibars—stand-alone, semi-automatic and
automatic. A stand-alone minibar has no
electronic interfaces and every single room
needs to be physically inspected to check for
consumption. It is very easy for a guest to
say, “I didn’t drink that Pepsi.” A semi-auto-
matic minibar alerts the central proces-
sor when they are opened—attendants
only need to check those rooms. An auto-
matic minibar, with all the bells and
whistles, does more. It is interfaced with
the hotel’s PMS, and can send consump-
tion charges and request restocking. An
automatic minibar is a profit center de-
signed to benefit the hotel and its guests.

Technology Employed
Today’s smart minibar is wired. The

hotel can control access—at check in,
unlock it; at check out, lock it.  In some

cases the hotel disallows opening (perhaps
in  the case of a complimentary room).

The minibar automatically charges
items consumed. Lift that bottle of vodka and
a charge is posted to your folio. Feel like a
midnight snack? As soon as the candy bar is
removed, it’s automatically rung up.

How does this work? The most com-
mon technology employs an infrared intelli-
gent beam that knows when the guest has
lifted something out of the minibar. A charge
is automatically sent via an interface to the
PMS, where it is posted to the guestroom
folio. Another technology in use involves a
pressure-sensitive pad—removing some-
thing from the minibar triggers a message,
and a charge is posted to a guestroom folio.

Reporting
Advances in minibar technology enable

a new generation of consumption and re-
stock reports that show which hotel rooms
need replenishment. Instead of physically
entering every single room, a minibar atten-
dant need only enter those rooms that are
listed in the report—these messages can be
sent to a wireless handheld device. This effi-
ciency translates into reduced labor costs –
in some cases reductions of up to 50 per-
cent. In addition, these systems may be in-
terfaced with an inventory management sys-
tem and reduce inventory levels based on
actual consumption. Once a par level is
reached, an automatic order may be trig-

gered. These reports can also be used to per-
form popularity analysis—this will allow the
minibars to be stocked with fast-moving items.

Conclusion
The minibar has slowly evolved from a

simple refrigerator to an intelligent technologi-
cal marvel that is capable of automatically post-
ing charges to guest folios, alerting staff when
it needs replenishment. It has become a profit
center for a hotel willing to make an invest-
ment in this technology, and the return on in-
vestment is evident in the reduction in labor
and revenue loss.

What’s next? I’m sure we will see further
advances in minibar technology—how about
MRM—minibar revenue management?
Imagine it is 85 degrees outside… the price
of that mineral water will go up… when it is
cold, that body-warming Champagne Cognac
VSOP Napoléon will be priced higher… when
the late night HBO special starts, a packet of
microwaveable popcorn will cost you 50 cents
more.
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THE MIGHTY MINIBAR

Before opening its doors, the Palms Casino Resort in Las Vegas chose to install smart
minibars in the guestrooms.  Saving on labor costs was just one factor in selecting the
eRoomServ system by eRoomSystem Technologies.

Francisco Salinas, room service manager for the Palms, said one person can cover about 90
percent of the hotel’s 428 rooms.  “This not only saves on labor, but reduces the amount of
inventory I need on hand.  I no longer have money tied up in excess inventory,” he said.

Salinas said that you can set restock levels to replenish only the minibars with high usage vs.
ones with just one or two items missing.  The LCD display for messages or to alert guests to
specials is another feature Salinas considered positive.  Reducing guest disputes and simplified
billing with the auto-posting of charges to the guest’s folio is also a bonus.
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